VARIED QUESTIONS

TO VICTOR’S STICK

Baseball Win.

Three McIlr - Hamilton, Becker, 2 :1

Out

R H E

IOWA

WINs Three Out of Five Baseball Games in Mollis Series

Iowa showed a reversal in form with the stick yesterday and won its final game of the series from Mollis in 11 innings today. Only three runs out of five games from the Iowa team this week were

more than three hours toward the victory. Pat Peters had a perfect batting average and Mollis contributed an

out that almost made its way to the outfield. Peters and former captain's place in the ninth inning as best possible

way.

Iowa beat the same on Thursday with the exception of shortstop. But for the better, the hitter was handicapped with a

factor in the meets this spring. He

and Faulkner on third look to be the

men that have tried to be in the

beach. Faulkner was used and

handicapped is only tried by a

big league. Faulkner on first and

Michaelson started the game

for reason of English, one of the judges.

CASTS OF TWO STORIES

Spanish Dramatic Club and French Club to Offer Foreign Plays

The joint stage production to be held by the Spanish Dramatic

Club and the French club will be produced at the Eighth Street

Theater. Ticket prices are $1.00,

and the "La Megue" of French. Such dramatizations are a novel

of the novels of the same name written by the two students in the

Spanish and French classes.

REPRESENTATES are proceeding almost daily at the literary arts drawing rooms (10 a.m., 1:50 p.m.)

MEN MAY ENTER

RACE FOR EDITOR-IN-CHIEF OF IOWA

April 28 has been set as the time limit when all applications for the position of editor-in-chief of the Iowa Daily give up in the hands of Paul Charles R. Walter's office. Mr. Applications have been turned in to date, but the final

name which have indicated their be

Robert A. Montgomery of Asbury, Claude E. Johnson, Robert

Fred G. Evans, and Donald E. Kendall at the University of Iowa men attending

Iowa. Committees are composed of: Dean Robert R. Minor, and Professor

John W. Shumway, and Professor

Dwight A. Campbell, tied for first place, with their final

races in the track on campus.

Ted Ochse of Cedar Rapids

A4 of the department of Romance

was interviewed a number

this in a week to endeavor to

together. "We will still be in

and the French club will be

11:00 a.m. and the "Jos

Dramatization" for the play

"Memory." The rule of the contest provides for the position. Hill, Matheny, Walter.

number of the Department of Romance, and billiards for

In the quarterfinals, any 220 yard dash, 440 yard run, the
distance in track has been building.

and the 100 yard dash. There are

The answer to the question was given out at the office

Every student

about two years, "Tentative plans do not

The winning team will be

prohibited from entering the field

and the mile runs.

will have had to be

and the faculty. The question was

is and its facilities

but they have yet to express

Wrong.-People are asked to

Wrong.-People are asked to

about 800.

purpose of the Iowa City Housing

French classes. The committees

to the Iowa Daily.

have expressed their disapproval

to vote for such accommodations

in the regular tuition fee.

"I'm afraid to vote for"

the Iowa Daily will be held in the

for the Iowa Daily will be in

by those who tried and who are

The rule of the contest provides


for such accommodations is
to charge the students. 

in the regular tuition fee.

Wrong.-People are asked to

is it be

for such accommodations is
to charge the students. 

for such accommodations is
to charge the students. 

Wrong.-People are asked to

Wrong.-People are asked to

Wrong.-People are asked to
KNUT HAMSEN

Next time you run in to Chicago, you should meet the president of the Illinois Agricultural Society, who doesn't seem to know that his speech on the economic structure can never be so long. He began the speech at 5:30 in the morning and even then the individuality was as fresh as the morning dew. It might, perhaps, be permissible to call him a leader of the committee.

Knut Hamsen, the famous Norwegian, recently awarded the Nobel prize for excellence in literary activity, furnishes us an outline of the emerging economic structure. In the beginning, in the place of what we call democracy, a certain group of people that we call the people. He came over to this country, and found he was not on a level with the very important economic position. Assumptions: larger and heavier businessmen. He was told he was a German. He was fired from his position as a conductor on a railroad street car in Chicago because of his efficiency. To the casual observer, the government person who interprets superficial activities and makes his judgments from them, Knut Hamsen was worthless, a failure, a sort of I. W. W. But as a matter of fact he was reading, had been reading, and never let up reading and digesting what he read. His food was Emancipation Emancipation, every sort of worth while mental food. If he did not know whether the street car was northbound or southbound, it was because he existed in a world wherein bureaucratic structure was unimportant. They are not important to most of us, and never will be. But Knut Hamsen saw his mission and fought for his principles, determined that way that true leaders have, all didn't come to himself with all the modern implementa of our somewhat sheltered life.

There are many otherwise nice and agreeable persons who are prone to cast aside the existence of other nations because they may shatter a comically pure grandeur of peace, because their ideas are above the common kindergarten and anything they do and act with a sense of individual discrimination. We may better give the sort of wisdom that we have learned from the Knut Hamsen of the world and before we begin to go on the road of romanticism, ask we have before us the material for our nation.

Genius--

Some wise old graybeard Has Said
It's the Ability to do Hard Work!

Hard Work Well!

If you had seen The Corning
The other night, Re-2007
nounced and Re-2007

Touched In Bed.

You would know we When You Saw Them Know That They will Display Genius

in

“The Passing of the Third Floor Back”

The passing of the third floor back.

Cosmo-Fair

TONIGHT

See the National Costumes and Stunts

Men’s Gymnasium 7 o’clock

Admission 25c; Children 10c

“Golden Moments”

--a delightful new number in Spohr’s Chocolates, in the new metal containers.

Also fresh arrivals in Meadowbrook and Morris

REICH’S

“The Shop With The Campus Spirit”
Silk Underwear FOR WOMEN

The inexorable charm that clings to silk underewear is apparent in our showing of KAYSERs and other exquisite silk undergarments.

Their daintiness and their inexpensive markings will make selections easy.

Kaysier Italian Silk Vests are moderately priced at $2.75, $3.25 and $4.25.

Knickers .... $3.48 and $5.25.

Italian Silk Union Suits .... $6.98

New trousuese crepe silk underwear with pussy willow finish Camisoles .... $2.00 to $3.98

Bloomers .... $6.00 to $9.00.

Envelope Chemise $5.00 to $7.98

Petticoats .... $7.50

Come in and inspect them.

Convincing Values

OUR NEW SOCIETY-BRAND SUITS FOR CRITICAL BUYERS

SPECIALLY PRICED at $50

EVERYTHING THAT'S NEW AND EVERYTHING THAT'S HERE IS READY FOR YOU!

OTHER GOOD SUITS AT

$35 and $45

Saturdays, April 16, 23, May 14, 21

SATURDAY EVENING

Co. "A" Armory

24 East College St.
West of Interurban Station
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CASTS OF FRENCH AND SPANISH PLAYS NAMED

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

and the natural wit of the undermining Vincent M. Sharp A2 of Winfield will play the leading part in "Cluer," while Earl W. Wells U2 of Sycamore will carry the chief part in "Le Malade Imaginaire."

The cast for the Spanish play is as follows: Sharp, with Albert A. Simkolar A2 of Cedar Rapids as understudy, as Juan; Ralph E. McIlinch A2 of Davenport, understudied by Waldo J. Romberg A2 of Le Claire, as Inez; Earl W. Wells A2 of Sycamore as Senorita; Cyril C. Chisel's A2 of Davenport, Frank B. Howes A2 of Clinton, Philip M. Peterson A2 of Indianola, Groves and Malcolm Rusin A2 of Des Moines as "Conchiles," Edward E. Butler A2 of Fort Dodge, Pauline Brown as an understudy, as Elena, the heroine; Gladys E. Hayden A2 of Des Moines as Isabel; Herbert P. Trumbull A2 of Belle Plaine as Theresa, with Rochelle F. Foarler A2 of Kansas City, understudying the last two parts; and Clara E. McPherson A2 of Lansing, Mary M. Nafus A2 of Wesleyan, and Harry J. McCollum A2 of Storm Lake as villagers.

The French play has the following cast: Wells in the leading part as "Le Malade Imaginaire." Earle W. Wells A2 of Sycamore as the Telesforo; Charles H. A4 of Clinton, Philip M. Peterson A2 of Indianola, Groves and Malcolm Rusin A2 of Des Moines as "Conchiles," Herbert P. Butler A2 of Fort Dodge, Pauline Brown as an understudy, as Elena, the heroine; Gladys E. Hayden A2 of Des Moines as Isabel; Herbert P. Trumbull A2 of Belle Plaine as Theresa, with Rochelle F. Foarler A2 of Kansas City, understudying the last two parts; and Clara E. McPherson A2 of Lansing, Mary M. Nafus A2 of Wesleyan, and Harry J. McCollum A2 of Storm Lake as villagers.

The French play has the following cast: Wells in the leading part as "Le Malade Imaginaire." Earle W. Wells A2 of Sycamore as the Telesforo; Charles H. A4 of Clinton, Philip M. Peterson A2 of Indianola, Groves and Malcolm Rusin A2 of Des Moines as "Conchiles," Herbert P. Butler A2 of Fort Dodge, Pauline Brown as an understudy, as Elena, the heroine; Gladys E. Hayden A2 of Des Moines as Isabel; Herbert P. Trumbull A2 of Belle Plaine as Theresa, with Rochelle F. Foarler A2 of Kansas City, understudying the last two parts; and Clara E. McPherson A2 of Lansing, Mary M. Nafus A2 of Wesleyan, and Harry J. McCollum A2 of Storm Lake as villagers.
FOR SATURDAY

Just received a special lot of new shirts with neckband and French cuffs. In neat patterns and extra good quality. A shirt that is well worth $2.00, but in order to introduce this new lot we will put them on sale for Saturday at—

$1.15

NATIONAL MEET
IS LATEST DOPE

Intercollegiate Track Tournament To be held in Chicago Saturday, June 18

A National intercollegiate track meet, in which every college athlete in the United States who is a good scholar standing will be eligible to compete, will be held in Chicago, June 18. Three places for entries were considered by the committee, of which Coach Tom Jones of the University of Wisconsin and Coach John Griffith of the University of Chicago are members and of which Coach A. A. Stagg of the University of Chicago is chairman.

The two propositions which were discussed were to allow point winners in the big sectional meets, and set the big Ten conference, the Missouri Valley conference, the I. C. A. A. A. in the East, and the Pacific Guest conference to enter and to allow only the first three from the point total of each sectional meet to compete.

Neither of these two plans was approved by the committee because it excluded stars of small colleges not meeting heavily in the team totals, or not even competing in sectional meets, from entering in the National event. All freshman athletes will be ineligible for this meet.

Many coaches of both large and small schools throughout the country are interested in the meet and it is sufficient number of schools enter the meet that should make it a success.

A shirt that is well worth $2.00, but in order to introduce this new lot we will put them on sale for Saturday at—

$1.15

ENG T O D A Y, SUNDAY AND MONDAY

Garden Theatre
LAST SHOWING TODAY
LEW CODY
in a society drama concerning
"The Butterfly Man"
Also other entertaining features

STARTING TOMORROW

Students' Theatre
NAZIMOVA
in BILLIONS
The fascinating drama of a woman who dared all for love.

YOUR EXCLUSIVE POSTER

MADISON THEATRE
"See Nazimova in BILLIONS"

SCANDAL
always gets people talking
SCANDAL
in high life
Is a choice role
for the girl next door.

FR EZE

The rare day the snow is not shining, the sun is shining. The rare day Iowa can boast of a good time. If you are not a native of Iowa, you are likely to visit the union in search of a good time. This is the day of the year when the sun is shining, the snow is not shining, and the sun is shining. It is the day of the year when the sun is shining, the snow is not shining, and the sun is shining. It is the day of the year when the sun is shining, the snow is not shining, and the sun is shining.